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The attached progress report on "The Application of Nuclear 
Techniques to the Measurement of Moisture and Density of Highway Con~ 
struction Materials" by R, C Deen, Research Engineer Senior, and J, D, 
Shackelford, Civil Engineering Trainee, represents an evaluation of 
nuclear and conventional density~measuring methods, Inasmuch as mois~ 
ture measurements are required for converting to dry density values this 
determination has been included, 

Mr, Deen presented a paper on this research project to the 
Kentucky Highway Conference earlier this year, He gave a brief sunrrnary 
to the Research Committee at the February 26 meeting, 

The authors have made a rather detailed statistical analysis of 
the laboratory and field test data, They have made maximum use of the IB~1 

electronic computer available to them, You will note that eleven (11) 
findings are summarized beginning on page 62 of the report, I believe that 
items 4, 6, and 9 best show the status of nuclear versus conventional test~ 
ing, The Nuclear"Chi.cago apparatus predicted field sand cone densities 
to within + 6,0 pounds per cubic foot, TI1e same apparatus used in the 
laboratory~under more uniform and controlled conditions predicted labora~ 
tory densities to within + 5,8 pounds per cubic foot, This was an im~ 
provement of + 0,2 pounds~per cubic foot for the laboratory testing, 
Item 9 notes that in comparing the best rubber balloon tests with the sand 
density that the prediction was within+ 6,7 pounds per cubic foot in 85 
percent of the cases, ~ 

We might conclude that the nuclear method was+ 0,7 pound per 
cubic foot better in predicting the sand cone densities~than the rubber 
balloon density test, The primary advantages for the nuclear test methods 
would be speed of testing and non~destructive testing (for backscattering 
equipment), 
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We are continuing our research with the Nuclear~Chicago equip~ 
ment, The depth of material evaluated is a highly significant factor 
in tests conducted on thin layers, but this may be most influential when 
the different layers are built up of different kinds of materials, 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years much attention has been directed toward the 

application of neutron and gamma ray techniques to soil moisture and 

density measurements. This application of radiological measurements 

of these characteristics of materials of highway construction, of course, 

is of great interest to the highway industry since the performance of 

the total pavement system is highly dependent upon the condition of the 

embankment, subgrade, and base components of this system. An im

portant measure of the state of condition of unconsolidated earth materials 

is their unit weights and moisture contents. The highway engineer undoubt

edly would welcome any method or technique which would provide more 

rapidly and easily this essential information that may be used in the 

control of the construction of the embankment, subgrade, and base. 

The application of the neutron and gamma ray techniques to this purpose 

appears to offer some promise for the engineer and thus is worthy of 

his corlsideration, 

This approach had its start in 1896 when Antonine Henri Becquerel 

( 1) discovered the gamma ray in his observations of the radioactivity of 

radium. Subsequent research culminated in the isolation of the element 

radium by Madame Marie Curie (2) in 1898. Gamma rays are produced 

by the disintegrating atoms of radioactive materials. Some 45 naturally 
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occurring materials and a large number of artificially prepared ma

terials are su:ffic iently unstable to result in gamma ray emission. The 

penetration of gamma rays decreases as the density of the material ex

posed thereto increases. Certain aspects of this fact have been used 

in developing equipment for engineering measurements and inspections, 

The first successful industrial application of gamma rays was accom

plished in France in 192:5 by Henri PHon, who inspected a defective ship 

turbine of such a size that x-rays were of no value. Dr. Robert F. Mehl 

of the Naval Research Laboratory developed and introduced this method 

of nondestructive inspection to the United States in 19Z9. Gamma rays 

are now widely used by the Navy in detecting flaws in large castings. 

Penstock sections up to 12 feet in size have been inspected on the Estes 

Park and Shasta Dam projects. Perhaps the largest radiographic weld 

inspection job to date was the 1, 100-mile Trans-Arabian oil pipe line. 

In 1932, Sir James Chadwick reported to the Royal Society of 

London (3) the discovery of a new subatomic particle, the neutron. 

Enrico Fermi and his collaborators (4) distinguished between the slow 

moving or thermal nentr
1
on and the high energy neutron. In 1939, Otto 

Hahn and F. Strassrnann (5) of Germany observed that when uranium 

was bombarded with high energy neutrons .. some of the neutrons were 

absorbed by the u:ranium nuclei; the excited nuclei thus formed underwent 
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a reaction whereby each split into· two nuclei of smaller mass, at the 

same time ejecting neutrons, This confirmed obserations made by 

Fermi and others in the early 1930's. This "fission" process can 

take place in many different ways and the possibility of a self- sustain

ing nuclear reaction arose when Frederic Joliot and associates (6) 

observed that each fission releases, on the average, more than two 

additional neutrons. A chain reaction can be maintained by either the 

fast or thermal neutrons and eventually this line of research led to the 

development of the atomic pile, the atomic bomb, and all that came 

after it ( 7). 

Chadwick had noted early in his investigation that there was 

a certain interaction between neutrons and hydrogen atoms. Fermi 

also observed this phenomena and this behavior has been used to 

control the rate of reaction in atomic piles. It became apparent to 

many investigators that this neutron-moderating or mo.dulating capa

city of hydrogen might be used as an. analytical method for detecting 

hydrogen and, because of the presence of hydrogen in water, for de

tecting water. 

During the 1940's, much work was done to develop equipment and 

techniques of interpretations whereby these principles might be used in 
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subsurface exploration. Geologists and engineers concerned with locat

ing oil deposits have been particularly active in the development of 

radioactivity well-logging methods (8, 9). Measurable radioactivity may 

be found in all kinds of rock, and the relative intensity of the emitted 

gamma rays can be determined by means of an ionization chamber 

lowered into a. bore hole. The rock also may be bombarded by gamma 

rays from a source which is lowered into the hole al.ong with the detector 

'but shielded from it (See Fig. 1). The resulting gamma ray logs are 

usually supplemented by a log of radioactivity induced by lowering a 

neutron source into the bore hole. The ionization chamber in this case 

is designed to respond to this induced radioactivity. In combination 

the gamma ray log and the neutron log give estimates of the relative 

porosity and the concentration of hydrogen-bearing fluids in the strata 

(See Fig. 2). By injecting radioactive tracers into the pore fluids 

and observing the rate of decrease in radioactivity as the tracers move 

from the bore hole, estimates of relative permeability_ can also be 

made. 

The use of gamma ray and neutron techniques in subsurface ex

ploration and by investigaf,ors in the highway fieLd ( 10, 11) soon after 

World War II indicated the feasibiLity of these nuclear techniques for 

the analysis of soil moisture and density in highway work, The techni

ques were :rather cumbersome, however,, becau~e of the lack of portable 
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equipment. Accordingly, in the early 1950's, much attention was given 

to the development of equipment cons ide ring an optimum balance between 

efficiency, safety, and portability, As a result, several pieces of equip-

ment have been, and are being, developed by commercial interests as 

well. as educational and governmental agencies, 

The conventional types of nuclear moisture-density apparatus 

now being used or investigated for use in the highway field are of such 

types that spot determinations of moisture and density can be quickly 

made (See Fig, 3), Currently the problem is being pursued further 

and the Dresser Industries, Inc,, has de"lretoped and used an instrumen-

tation (See Fig, 4) such that a continuous profile of moisture and density 

is obtained as the apparatus is moving over the embankment or subgrade 

(SeeFig, 5), 

Wide s~rea.d adoption of a test method is contingent upon proof 

of its reliabil.ity and practicality in obtaining the essential engineering 

information, In the hope that the reliability and practicality of instru-

ments utilizing the nuel.ear method might be demonstrated and thereby 

expedite the numerous field moisture and density determinations that 

are made in the control. of earthwork construction in the state, the 

Kentucky Department of Highways purchased in early 1961 the apparatus 

manufactured by the Nuclear-·Ch:lcago Corpo:ration, The instruments 

were assigned to the Division of Research for eval.uation. In the spring 
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Fig. 3. Hidrodensirneter Moisture-Density Apparatus. 
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of 1961, a field study was initiated whereby data would be obtained to 

provide a corre lati.on and comparison between the moisture and density 

measurements as obtained by the nuclear method, the sand cone method, 

and the rubber balloon method. Data would also be available for the 

preparation of calibration curves for the Nuclear-Chicago density-moisture 

probes. The Research Division was also very fortunate in having available 

during part of the field testing program two additional sets of nuclear 

moisture -density instruments" The Troxler nuclear moisture-density 

apparatus manufactured by Troxler Electrical Laboratory and distributed 

by Testlab, Inc., was made available by L. E. Gregg and Associates, 

Consulting Engineers of Lexington, Kentucky. The Hidrodensimeter 

apparatus, manufactured by Viatec (Pty.) Limited of South Africa and 

distributed in this country by Tellurometer, Inc., of Washington, D, C,, 

was loaned by the Department of Civil Engineering, Univer.sity of 

Kentucky. A field and laboratory investigation was undertaken to evaluate 

and compare the three commercial sets of nuclear moisture-density 

apparatus, 
' 



DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OF EQUIPMENT 

The Nuclear-Chicago d/M-Gauges and accessories available 

for study consisted of: 

1. Portable electronic scaler with own power source and 

built-in recharger, 

2. Surface density probe with a 3-millicurie cesium-137 

source and built-in standard refe renee, 

3. Surface moisture probe with a 4-5 millicurie radium

beryllium source~ 

4. Paraffin wax standard reference for use with the sur

face moisture probe g 

5. Depth density probe with a 3-millicurie cesium-137 

source~ and 

6. Depth moisture probe with a 4-5 millicurie radium

beryllium source. 

The two depth probes were not used in this investigation since the pro-

ject was concerned only with moisture -density determinations made 

at the surface. 

The Troxler instruments and accessories available were: 

l. Portable electronic scaler with own power source, 

2. Surface density probe without source, 

3. Depth rnoi sture probe without source, 

40 Surface moisture adapter, 
5. One 5-mil.licurie radium-beryllium source for 

use in either probe, and 
6. Battery charger. 

- 10 -
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Some accessories which V/Ould have been of some use in the investiga= 

tion, but which were not available, included: 

1. Another radioactive source for either the density 
or moisture probe~ 

2, Moisture reference polyethylene block, and 

3. DC-DC converter necessary to operate scaler from 
an automobile battery. 

With only one radioactive source available for this equipment, some 

inconvenience was experienced when the source had to be changed from 

one probe to the other. Each time the source W<J.S changed the operator 

came into close contact with the radioactive material which is not 

de si.rable safety wise. 

of: 

The Hidrodensimeter apparatus used in this investigatio,n ·consisted 

L Portable electronic s,;a[er with own po>wer 
source and rechaxger, 

Z. Combination surface density and moisture probe 
with a. 10-miUicurie radium-beryllium source, and 

3, Wooden box with shielding an.d paraffin in the bottom 
to store probe and to use as a standard reference. 



Scaler~ 

The Nuclear-Chicago electronic scaler (See Fig, 6) is constructed 

so that the unit can be operated from either its own 6-vol.t wet cell 

battery or from a 110-120 volt AC line, An automatic recharge circuit 

is built into tl}e scaler so that the battery is being recharged whenever 

the scaler is connected to a 110-120 volt AC line, The battery can be 

charged either automatically or manually, On automatic charge, the 

battery is recharged at high or low rate depending on the condition of 

the battery; on manual charge, the battery is recharged at a continuously 

high rate until disconnected, The scaler is equipped with a battery test 

which lights if there is sufficient charge on the battery for operation, 

Pulses received by the scaler are counted on five decade tubes, 

From 1 to 99999 counts can be recorded, The Nuclear-Chicago scaler 

has an automatic timer with one and two minute time eye le s, or counts 

can be taken using a. stop watch, The clock in the timer is powered by 

electricity, By using the test circuit in the scaler, the one and two 

minute time cycles can be accurately calibrated by counting the AC 

cycles when the unit is connected to a 110-120 volt AC line, When 

using the test circuit while operating off the battery, the scaler counts 

vibrations frcm an oscillator in the scaler. The count is approximately 

7200 per minute but is not accurate enough for timer calibration, The 

- 12 -
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Fig. 6. Nuclear-Chicago Electronic Scaler. 

Fig. 7. Troxler ELectronic Sea-ter. 
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"Reset" button is pushed to zero the decade tubes, and the "Start" 

button is pushed down to start the automatic timer. The count is 

read on the tubes from left to right. 

The Nuclear-Chicago scaler is provided with a variable high 

voltage control so that the operator can control the voltage being fed to 

the probe. The voltage to be used is determined by a plateau curve 

which will be discussed later. 

The Troxler electronic scaler (See Fig. 7) is also equipped 

with its own power source. By using the charger provided, the battery 

can be recharged and the unit can be operated from an AC outlet. A 

DC-DC converter is available for this unit which permits operating 

this equipment from an aut(_)mobile storage battery. A volt and r.ate 

meter is on the panel. of the scaler. This allows the operator to check 

battery voltage, high voltage being fed to the probe, and the instananeous 

count rate. 

The Troxler scaler is equipped with a one-minute automatic 

timer, or a stop watch may be used to time counts. The automatic 

timer is started by turning the "Start"(or one-minute timer) knob clock

wise until it comes to rest against a stop. The knob is released and the 

automatic timer is in operation. By turning the knob the operator winds 

the clock in the timing device. A "Reset" button is provided to zero 

the decade tubes. Five decade tubes are also used in this scaler which 

are read in the same manner as those in the Nuclear-Chicago scaler. 
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A high voltage selector switch is provided in order to allow 

the operator to select the proper circuit for the probe being used. The 

Troxler density probe requires approximately 800-900 volts while 

the moisture probe requires approximately 1300-1400 volts depending 

upon the plateau curve for each probe. The high voltage selector should 

be in the 11 0££ 11 position when connecting or disconnecting a probe to 

prevent arcing due to high voltage which can be harmful to the operator 

and damaging to equipment. This is true for all these pieces of equip

ment. A high voltage coarse and fine adjustment control is provided 

to adjust the voltage on the high voltage circuit. 

The Troxler unit has a gain control which allows the operator to 

control the sensitivity (range of amplitude) of the detector tube. This 

is most important in the moisture probe because low energy neutrons 

are all that are desired to be detected. The Nuctear-Chicago and 

Hidrodensimeter scalers have the gain control but it is an internal ad

justment. By having the gain control available to the operator, it is 

possible to adjust the reference count to be the same each time so that 

theoount-ratiomethod of analysis is not necessary. The Troxler seater 

is de signed so that the face of the scaler can be til. ted which makes the 

decade tubes easier to read. 

The Hidrodensimeter eLectronic portable scaler (see Fig. 8) 

contains a lead-acid battery. The scaler has its cwn buil.t-in charger 
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so that the battery is recharged when connected to a 110-120 volt AC 

source and the master scaler switch is in the "Charge" position. A 

light on the panel indicates that the battery is being charged. No provision 

is made to operate the scaler from an AC source, however cable and clips 

are provided so that an external 6-volt battery may be used. 

A voltmeter is mounted on the panel which will give a direct 

reading of the battery voltage when the "Test Battery" button is de

pressed and of the high voltage being fed to the probe when the "Test 

HV" button is depressed. 

The function selector switch has three positions. The "Test" 

position is used to check the scaler to see if it is counting properly. 

This circuit allows the scaler to count vibrations from an oscillator 

in the scaler. When the function selector switch is in the "HV x l, 

Geiger (Density)" position, there is a maximum of 1000 volts available 

to the single-pin Geiger input and also to the probe input. The single

pin Geiger input allows the scaler to count impulses from an auxiliary 

Geiger tube. In this position the scaler and the probe circuits are 

autornaticalty switched to energize and detect impulses from the Geiger 

tube. The "HV x 2, Probe (Moisture}" position gives a maximum of 

2000 volts to the boron trifluoride tube in the probe. The switch also 

switches the input circuit so that only impulses from the preamplifier 

that is connected to the neutron detector tube are counted. 
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The high voltage can be adjusted by a coarse anc5 fine adjustment, 

Again the voltage used depends on the plateau curve of the prDJ:>r;. 

The count is registered 0"!:1 five decade tc1bes that rb.a<l '1e:ft to ·.right 

with a range of 1 to 99999 counts. The decade tubes ir. the Hidrodens.i·-

meter are mounted at an angle to n1a.ke reading the tubes easier" .Also 

the case cover is arranged so that it can be used as a shade which makes 

reading the tubes more convenient on bright days. 

The "Reset" button is used to zero the decade tubes. This scal('r has 

no built-in timer so a stop watch is necessary in order to propedy 

operate this equipment. It requires the operator to press t.he stop watch 

and the 11Start 11 button at the same time to start the coun·L a.nd in o:~tde:r· 

to get accurate results he should aiso stop the stop watch at exactly the 

same time the "Stop" button i.s pressed. 

The count rate of the probe is a function of the voltage on the 

detector tube. It is important then to control th..t.s voLtage in oy·der to 

obtain reliable data., When the counts per m:d.t time are ptotte:l B.gah.1st 

the voltage~ a curv·e similar to the curve shc\Vn in F·.~-g" 9 ·results" This 

curve is characterized by a. definite plateau on v.-_rh·~~ch t:b.e co.u~d: doe:.S net 

change appreciably over a wide range of voltagE (50 tc 150 ·.·c·ct.el. The 

operating voltage is selected as b!.':in.g one-·thb."d a::·.::'oss U1r;: pl3tna:u -~~rom 

will not greatly influence the count." 
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Fig. 8. Hidrodensimeter Electronic Scaler. 
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Moisture Probes 

The moisture probes of all three pieces of equipment wo:rk em the 

same principle, By this method the hydrogen i.on concentration Ln the 

material is measured, This is done by bombarding the materi.a.t with high 

speed neutrons, When these neutrons strike hydrogen nuclei cox1tained 

in the material, they are slowed down {their energy is reduced.) and then 

these low energy or thermal neutrons are detected by a device designed 

to count only slow speed neutrons, A Geiger-Muller tube is used in the 

Troxler moisture probe and boron trifluoride tubes in the Hidrodensi

meter and Nuclear-Chicago probes, The count observed on the scaler 

is directly related to the hydrogen ion concentration, Figures 3,, 10, and 

ll show the different probes in ope ration, 

To measure moisture conte·n.t,S 9 the as.sun1pticD is rnade that therE:.~ 

are no compounds in the soil (or other mater;ca[ bdng bombarded) that 

contain hydrogen and that there fs no w;Uer of hydrati,on, AU of the 

hydrogen contained ir1 the materiat is then in the £o:rr.n of fr~~e· \ll~·a.teT" 

This apparatus c~nJ hov\r'ever ~ be used. on. other materials H the quar:..t~"ty 

o_f hydrogen in forms othe-r than ir(:\8 water is k-Jt',\0\VIL Thr.·) .::ree v;·ate~r 

content. can be determined by subtract,ng the kncvm content cf hydrcgtcu 

in other forms from the total hydrogt:n co·c.t.er,_·~L 



zo 

Fig. 10. Nuclear-Chicago Sur£a.ce Moisture Probe. 
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The radioactive source in aU. th>'ee probes of eq'cdpment is 

radiuiT1-beryllium, Gamma rays from the radium bombard the bery[,, 

lium which in turn releases high speed neutrons, To determine the 

hydrogen content, the back scattering technique is used; that is, the 

material is bombarded and the probe then cl:mnts the slow speed neLctron.s 

that bounce back into the range of the detector tubes (See Fig, 12), 
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Density Probes 

In measuring density the material is bombarded wHh gamma rays 

which have no charge, These gamma rays are either absorbed by the rna"' 

terial pr pass through the materiaL In passing thr'ough the material, the 

gamma rays do not travel in a straight line lbut are reflected as they 

strike the nuclei of the atoms, The gamma rays will co-n.ti11.ue this ratJdom 

movement until they pass out of the material or a,re absorbed by c:oll.ision 

with the electrons of the materiaL TheoreticaUy the absorption of gamma 

rays is done in one of the three following ways depending on the energy 

level of the gamma rays: 1) pair p1roduction, Z) photo-electric effect, and 

3) the Comptoi1 effect( 12), Sil~ce the density of the material dttermines 

the amount of absorption, the number of gamma. rays that traver' from the 

radioactive source to the detector tubes is in·verseJy proportiot}.a·l. to the 

density of the materiaL 

Two different principles are emp!,oyed in the equipment used in 

density determinations in this study, One wa.s the bac.k~staUering 

technique which is the same principle used in :rnoisture c~eter;:ninatim:~s, 

This method is used in the Nuclear-Chicago and the Hidrodensimetet· 

probes, The other is the direct transmission technique used i.n the 

Troxler equipment, In this method the sc:.;rce a·nd detector tubEs are 

arranged so that the material to be botnbarded 1.s be:h,>\:'E·:eu. tbf.:.Gl, The 
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count is then a measure of the gamma rays that pass thro1~gh the ma

terial rather than a count of the gamma rays that 2.re scattered back to 

the probe (see Fig. 13). 

The Nuclear-Chicago density probe (See Fig. J 4) uses a 3 milli-

curie cesium-137 source 9 'i'ilhich is a synthetic isotope. Since it. is a 

synthetic isotope, the Atomic Energy Cornmis sian requires that users 

obtain an AEC license. This source essentially produces only gamma 

rays of an energy level desirabie for density measurements. 

The Hidrodensimeter uses the same ra.dium-beryl.li.um source for 

density measurerrents as it does for moisture. The detector tube arrange

ment in this probe is designed so that the distance between the radio·· 

active source and the detector tubes can be varied by pulling and/o!' 

pushing a rod at one end of the probe (See Fig. 3). This allov;s the 

operator to vary the depth of influence of the probe; the nearer the 

source to the detector tube, the greater the depth of influence. This is 

of value in highway work when density control of thin layers of material 

is desired. 

The Troxler probe (See Fig. 15) nses the same type and strength 

source for density and moisture determinations, For this study ot:.ly 

one source v1as received \Vith the equipment and this bad to be c.l.ta:nged 

from one probe to the other, Ordinarily a. separatE:: radiu!TI,··bery'U.h: __ m 

source is provided for each probe. The Troxler density p·:~c:.be :\.s des~gnEd 
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Fig. 14. Nuclear-Chicago Surface Density Probe. 

Fig. 15. Troxler Surface Density Probe, 
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to use the direct transmission technique in density determinations. !n 

using this probe, a steel rod is driven into the material to be measured 

and withdrawn. The source is then lowered into the hol.e and the count 

results from gamma rays that pass through the materiaL The distance 

between the source and the detector tubes has to be known since the 

distance that the gamma rays have to travel will also influence the count. 

This is done by knowing the depth that the source is lowered below the 

ground level. The calibration curves are based on this dimension rather 

than the actual distance between the source and the detector tubes. 

Theoretically, the Troxler apparatus can also use the back-

scatter method, but after some preliminary testing it was decided that 

this equipment was not properly designed for this technique. 

~- ,.,...... 
1-- ----, 



, Standard :References 

There are two ways that the count taken on a material can be 

correlated with density or moisture in terms of pounds of material per 

cubic foot. One method is to relate the actual. count to the density or 

moisture content. The other rnethod involves taking a reference cour,t 

on a standard reference each time the probe i.s used. Then the actual 

count observed is divided by the reference count, and this count-ratio 

is correlated with density and moisture content. 

The count-ratio method has been used exclusivety. This has 

been done for two reasons. Taking a standard reference reading each 

time provides a running check on the equipment. If the standard reference 

count is considerably different from past counts, something is n()t func~ 

honing properly or the operator is not using the proper technique in the 

operation of the equipment. Secondly, by using the count-ratic method 

compensation is made for differences in couLts due to variabtes, such 

as temperature~ humidity, charge on the battery.~ etc.~ that are uncon-

trolable in the normal use of the equipmenL 

The Nuclear-Chicago d/M-Gauge uses a paraffh:c standard reference 

for the moisture probe (See Fig. 16). The density p:robe uses a hol.e :n 

the shielding mechanism as a standard refere·.ce (S<ce Fig, lZ). The 

density reference count is taken i.n the carry'ing case (See Fi.g . .17) \Vlth 

the source in the shielded position. 

- 2 8 -
E"::~ 
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Fig. !6. Standard Reference Setup for Nuclear
Chicago Surface· Moisture Probe. 

Fig. 17. Standard Reference Setup for Nuclear
Chicago Surface Density Probe. 
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The Troxler density probe had no standard reference provided, 

Air was used as a reference with the probe in position for a six-inch 

depth reading (See Fig, 18), The Troxler moisture probe has a poly-

ethlyene block designed for use as a reference bu.t was not availab!.e, A 

sealed wooden block, about 8 x 8 x 11 inches in size, was used as are-

ference during this investigation (See Fig, 19), This seemed to be satis-

factory since all that is needed is a reference with a relatively constant, 

high hydrogen content. 

The standard reference for the Hidrodensi.meter is in the storage 

and carrying box (See Fig, 20), There is a layer of paraffin for the 

moisture reference and underneath is a lead sheet for the den.sity :re·-

ference, Since moisture and density determinations are made by one 

probe, moistt.Lre and density values can be obtained faster with the Hi-

drodensimeter than either of the other two pieces of equipment. 



Fig. 18, .:itanda.t•d Refere:fj_u:; ,SetU.f' fc1r Troxler 
Su_r'fa.ce Duru.d.ty Prohtt'. 

Fig } lJ -': _: I :-~ ! -, t-i u ·,·,- \ 
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Fig. 20. Standard Reference Setup for Hidrodensimeter 
Moisture -Density Probe. 



Safe1fy Pre ca'ut1c)ri.s 

Since radiation in excess quantities is known to bring about bodily 

harm, it is necessary to apply certain precautionary measures when using 

these sets of equipment. Monitor film badges, which are developed and 

analyzed monthly, were worn by the operators. One can be seen on the 

trouser cuff of the operator in Fig. 3. 

The Nuclear-Chicago probes are designed so that when lifted by 

the handle the radioactive material is brought into a shielded position. 

The only way that this equipment can be stored in their boxes is with the 

carrying handle in this up position. 

The Hidrodensimeter source is completely shielded only when it 

is in its storage box. When out of the box, there is no protection on the 

bottom side of the probe. 

The Troxler equipment has no provision for complete shielding 

in the moisture probes. The radioactive material used with the density 

probe can be pulled up into the probe to partially shield it, but the probe 

is not designed in a way that the operator will be certain to posi.tion the 

source in this manner. 
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Conventional Methods 

Several methods have been devised to measure the unit weight of 

materials for control purposes. AU of these methods, however, require 

a physical measurement of volume and weight. Moisture is determined 

by drying a sample of the material or by weighing the amount of water 

added. 

Two of these methods were selected to use in comparison against 

the nuclear equipment in the field. The sand~cone method was sel.ected 

because it is a widely accepted method of field control and the rubber 

balloon method was used since it is the method of field eontrol used in 

Kentucky. A 4-3/4 inches diameter sand cone and two Rai.nhart rubber 

balloon apparatuses were used. On one of the 1rubber balloon utJd.ts 9 the 

air pressure was applied by mouth. On the other unit the air pressure 

was applied by means of a rubber pressure bulb. In te st~ .. ng~ three 9 

four, and five pounds per square inch pressures were used 011 the u:nH 

with the pressure bulb. 

The suggested procedure for saT?:.d con.e unit w·e:·Lght df~ter:rninat~.ons 

given by the American Society for Testing Materials ( 13) was foUmved 

except that a steel plate with a 3·-1/Z lnches diamete-r hole hJ it v.·a.s used 

to seat the cone and the cone was 4-3/4 inches b diameter. 
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The suggested method of test by the rubber balloon method (14) 

was used except that the air pressure varied and a steel base pLate with 

a 3-l/2 inches diameter hole was used. 

In tbe laboratory, samples were prepared in galvanized tubs 

approximately 23 inches in diameter and ll inches deep. The unU weight 

of material in the tub. \vas determined by wei.ghhc:g the amount of water 

required to fill the tub and comparing this to the weight of materia[ in 

the tub. The unit weight of block samples used in this study was deter-

mined by immersion in \Vater, 



PROCEDURE 

Field Investigation 

Several highv...7 ay construction .. sites in Centrc~l Ke!J.tu.c.ky ~x;ere 

visited during the spring and summer of 196.\ .focc the purpose of obtain-

ing data that woul.d aid in evaluating and calibrating the rn1clea.r rooisture

density equipment. The sites visited v;,.ere in varl.ous stages of construe~ 

ti.on so that data from different materials--· subgrade, dense--graded 

aggregate base, and portland cement concrete ·~- \"Vere obtain.ed" 

After a test site had been selected it was carefuLly leveled and 

smoothed to pre sent a plane surface to the instruments that would be 

placed upon it. Wb.en the surface w·as prepared. :readi·ngs ;,vere taken. 

with the various nuclear moisture-density probes. All ava.ila.ble probes 

were placed over the same point for purposes of gathering data. 

As soon as all nuclear moisture·~density data had been obsel''Ved 

and recorded, a hole approximately 3-1/2 inches in diameter anJ Jour 

to six inches deep was dug. The materiai ren10v<.,d from the hole was 

placed and sealed in a moisture tight can for return to the l.a.bota.to·:.:-y 

where the moisture content on the entire sample '«"las deterrnb.1ed by 

drying to a constant v;eight in an oven, The vol.urne cf the resu.lt.
0

~ng 

hole was deterrniried by the rubber ba1.1oot?. xnethod a:nd by t}:.e sa.Ed 

cone. With this information the ·in situ 'J.nit \"/i.'e·ig}J.t an.d tno:~stut'e 
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content could be determined by conventional methods, In the ca.se of 

portland cement concrete pavements, the fieid unit weights were dete:t-

mined from measurements made on cores removed from the pavemen .. tso 

In taking the nuclear moisture-density readi1cgs the follov1ing pro~ 

cedures were used~ 

Nuclear-Chicago 

The prope was connected to the scaler and the proper high voltage 

selected, The scaler was turned on and al.lowed to warm up for approxi.-

mately five minutes, At the beginning of a work day, three two-·minute 

counts were taken on the standard reference and recorded, The probe 

was seated at each test site and one two-minute c~untwas taken; then. 

the probe was rotated 90 degrees and a second count taken, If the two 

readings were within tolerabl.e limits ct l-l/2 lbs, /ft 3), the readings 

were recorded and the probe moved to the next site, lf the readings were 

not within the allowable range, the probe was again rotated 90 degrees 

and another two-minute reading taken, This was repeated until suffi-

cient readings vvere acquired to give a good ave:rage value for the counL 

At the end of ate st period~ three two=mii:n_ute reference cou.nt~f: 

were again taken and recordedo These v<lere averaged v~'Hh those;,,, ta .. ke·ry 

at the beginning and this value was used as the sta,.•dard ·oount to compute 

the count-ratios, There was no pattern followed as tc whkh probe 

(moisture or density) Vias used first at any gi\"en test s'cte, Nonnalty, 

the probe that was connected to the scaler \.J;;'as USE·d firs:" 
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Hid rodensitnete r 

With this apparatus the time required was considerably reduced 

because only one probe was used for both moisture and density rEoadl.ngs" 

Also the scaler needs only thirty seconds to warm up acccn·ding to the 

instruction manual., Three two=minute counts were taken on th.e reference 

at the start of the work day before measurement readings were obtained. 

The density reference was taken with the rod "ful.l in", Le,. the source 

and detector tubes as near each other as the design of the equipment 

would permit. The probe was seated at the test site and one two-minute 

count was taken of moisture, density "full in" and density "full out". 

These were recorded and the probe rotated 90 degrees and the counts 

repeated. At the end of the testing period three two··minute counts v<?ere 

taken against the reference to be averaged with those taken at the start 

and used in count-ratio calculations. 

Troxler 

The probe was connected to the scaler and counts take:n against 

the standard reference until they became relatively constant, indicat'cn.g 

.that the scaler was warmed up. The ga.in controt was fc::l.1 open on the 

moisture probe; the density probe standard referer,ce count was adjusted 

by the gain control so that it was constant from one day to the DeXL 

Usually, four or five :readings were required after v:.·arm~up to make 

this adjustment, 

,'["> t)" 
,.- \ 
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Since the material is somewhat di,sturbed by the Troxler density 

probe, the moisture reading was taken first. A steel rod v;as then driven 

into the material and density counts were taken with the source at depths 

of three,six~and nine inches. Two one-minute readings were taken at 

each position with both the moisture and density probes and additional 

readings were taken if necessary in order to obtain a good average. 

The standard reference count was taken again after the measure

ment readings were completed. The average of the before and after 

reference counts was used as the standard reference for the count-ratio 

computations. 

Laboratory Testing 

Several materials -- expanded shale, limestone, and silica 

sand --were used to prepare laboratory samples. Each material was 

placed in the calibrated tub in· a dry condition by rodding or by using a 

vibrator. The unit weight was determined and readings taken with the 

nuclear moisture-density equipment in the same manner as in the field • 

. After taking readings of the material in the dry condition .• the sample 

was saturated with water and sufficient time alLowed for uniform water 

distribution. Since the laboratory samples were grar.mlar in 1:at•ue .• 

thi.s was quite easily done. Readings were then taken on the saturated 

material. 
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Readings were also taken on block samples. The Nuclear-

Chicago and Hidrodensimeter moisture and density readings were taken 

the same as those taken in the field. With the Troxler density probe, in-

stead of dropping the radioactive source down into a hole it was placed 

along the side of the material. The Troxler rnoistun, Jr.ea.ding \Vas-takc,n 

in the same manner as in the field. 

The Nuclear-Chicago apparatus was used for a repeatabfLHy 

study. The probe was connected to the scaler and the reference coe.nt 

taken as before except that one-minute counts were used. The probe was 

then placed on a con.crete floor and five one-minute counts taken. The 

probe was rotated 90 degrees and five additional counts obtained. This 

was continued until the probe had been rotated 360 degrees. The re-

ference count Vi/as il:ake·r.~ and the count-ratio corn.puted" This procedure 

was followed for both the moisture and density probes. To check the 

repeatibility from one day to another the procedure was repeated on 

different days over a period of several weeks. 



RESULTS AND CONCLUSlONS 

Comparison rA Density P·rc:be s 

An attempt wa.s made to fit the field a.x::Ld labcrato:ry ccunt~ratio 

data obtained by three nu.c.[ea.r density probes to lhree mathemati.cai 

models of the form 

y= Co+ c IX~ 
(l) 

y= co + clx. + cz 
2 a'tJ.d (2) 

X. " 

y= co+ CJ.X + cz X 
2 + c3 

., 
X."J (3) 

where 

y = dependent count- ratio, 

x:::: independent count~ratio~ and 

The equations r-esulting from the regres~~·!.oo a:n.a.].ys·i.s are ta.bu.latf~d b:~: 

Table l 0 A typical graphical representa.tl.on of ModeLs 1 and 2 ior one 

set of data is shown in Fig 0 2, L 

A measure of the deg-ree to wh1.ch the data :fits the gi··;_,-f~]'-'· e:qu.at;_.C1·Y}: 

lo 0 indicating a perfect flL The ".atan.rrlard cr~:·C'::r nf t;st:7.mate 110 '.l..B a 

measure of the width oi the z.one in ····hi.ch the di!.:a. arc•: d:'.s'rib•.:f.t;d or: 

.. 41 
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Dependent Independent Regression Equation* Squared 

Count-Ratio Count-Ratio 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

Hidrodensimeter In Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidrodensimeter out Nuclear-Chicago 

Troxler 3 11 Nu-clear-Chicago 

Troxler 611 Nuclear-Chicago 

Troxler 9'' Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidrodensimeter lrr TroY~er 3 11 

Hidrodensimeter Out Troxler 311 

Hidrodensi~eter In Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidrodensimeter Out Nuclear-Chicago 

Troxler 311 Nuclear-Chicago 

Troxler 6 11 Nuclear-Chicago 

T'roy~e.r 9tt Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidrodensimeter In Troxler 3" 
Hidrodensimeter Out Troxler 3 11 

Hidrodensimeter In Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidrodensimeter Out Nuclear-Chicago 

Troy~er 3" Nudear-Chicago 

Troxler 611 Nuclem·-Ghicago 

Troxler 9" Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidrodenshneter In Troxler 3" 
HidrodensL~eter Out TroY~er 3" 

~r X denotes a Nuclear-Chicago Count-Rat.ic 

Y denotes a Hidrodensimeter Count-Ratio 

Z denotes a Troxler Count-Ratio 

Y = 0,706 + 1.186X 

Y = 0,241 + t,209X 
z = -0,054 + o.416x 
z = -0.124 + o.497X 
Z = ~0,124 + 0,373X 
Y = 0.909 + 2,.301Z 
Y = 0,423 + 2,4l,.6Z 

Y = 0,097 + 2,906X - 1,11L,.X2 
Y = 0,135 + 1,509X - 1,927X2 
Z = 0,084 + 0,073X + 0,250X2 
Z = 0,093 - 0.110X + 0.389X2 
Z = 0,111 - 0.286X + 0,422X2 
Y = 0,212 + 7.125Z- ?,086Z2 
Y = 0,096 + 4.714Z - 3.29922 

Y = 0,226 + 2,352X - O,J67X2 - 0,311x3 

Y = -0,344 + 3.574X- 2.9s9x2 + 1,17ox3 

z; = -0,0~5 + 0,620X - 0,482X2 + 0,305X3 

Z = -0,041 + 0,456X - 0,]66X2 + 0.3l4X3 

Z = -0,010 + 0,61H - 0,773X2 + 0.498X3 

Y = -0,155 + ll,11Z - 20,30Z2 + 1J,OOZ3 

Y = -O .46L, + 10 .82Z - 23. 7oz2 + 20 ,ll,.z3 

EquationS valir'l on.J.y for the follmring r.··m.ges o.f the inDependent variab+e: 

:'Juclenr-Chicago Count-Ratio: Q .1" to 1 .. 0 

Tro-;d.er 3" Count P-atio: 0.1 to 0.5 

Table l. Summary of Regression Anal 

of Density Probes. 

Comparison 

0,842 
o.sso 
0,965 
0,947 
Oo904 
0,748 
0.849 

0.906 
0 .. 882 
oA85 
0.986 
0,983 
0.,895 
0.,830 

0,906 
0,884 
0.986 
0,988 
0 .. 988 
0.397 
0.887 

Standard 
Error -of Estimate 

(Count-Ratio) 
0.082 
0,072 
0.015 
0.020 
0,021 
0,103 
o.oso 

0,065 
0,072 
0.,010 
0,010 
0,009 
0,068 
0.,073 

0,066 
... 
"' 0,073 

0,010 
0,010 
0,003 
0,068 
0.072 
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data falls within~. l, 00 standard error and 85 perceEt 'Nithc.n :. 1, 44 

standard errors" The m.ost desirabl.e cur--ve relat:i.ng t't".:~'O variables thex1 

is one with a maximum correlation coeffi.ciel3t a.nd a. rnh:; . .imum stan,da.rd 

error of estimate" 

An examination of Table l shows that the use of a cubic equation 

(Mode t 3 above) did not significantly increase the accl!racy of the curve 

over that obtained using Model Z, There was, however, a ra.ther signifi~ 

cant decrease in accuracy if a linear equation (Model lj is used, It 

was also noted that the Hidrodensimeter count--ratios correlate rather 

poorly with count-ratios obtained by both the Nuc!.ear~Chi.cago and 

Troxler. equipment, suggesting that the Hidrodensirneter probe dld not 

measure density as well as the other tvvo probes (See section on ":Labora

tory Calibration of Probes" for further discussi.on, l 

CornparisOTa .. of Moisture Probes 

The data obtained wi.th the three rnoisture probes ht the field 

and laboratory were fitted to the sa.n'l.(~ models used irJ the .::1.nalys"ls of 

-the density probes, A tabulatton of' the resulting equ.atio~:··::t'3 is gi'"~~en h1 

Table 2 and typicat gra.ph·.:.cat reprf~senta..tf.otLs of 1\1ode: 1 s 1 a.t:d Z are 

Nuclear-Chicago da.t:a appears to be .somewhat bctt<.·r tha:~ the: reLati.G,.shipB 
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Dependent Independent Regression Equation* 

Count-Ratio Count-Ratio 

Hidrodens:l.meter Nuelear-Ghicago Y = 0.200 + 1,329X 

Troxler Jfucrlear-Ghicago Z = 0,655 + 0,707X 

Hidrodensimater Trmxler Y = -0.739 + 1.549Z 

Rj,drodensimater Nuclear-Chicago Y = 0.179 + 1,571! - 0,386X2 

Troxler Nuclear-Chicago Z = 0,590 + 1,184!- 0.597X2 

Hidrodens:l.meter Troxler y = 0.352 - 1.244Z + 1,689Z2 

Hidrodensimeter Nuclear-Chicago Y = o.l71 + 1,750X -.1.075X2 + o~$5$x3 

Troxler Nuclear-Chicago Z = 0.577 + 1,745X - 2.144!2 + l,08lx3 

Eridrodensimeter Troxler y·= 1,284- 5,004Z + 6.541Z2- 2,015Z3 

* X denotes a Nuclear-Chicago Count-Ratio 

Y denotes a Hidrodensimeter Count-Ratio 

Z denotes a Troxler Count-Ratio 

Squared 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

0,9S5 
0,887 
0.939 

0,987 
0.947 
0.969 

0.987 
0,959 
0.971 

Equations valid only for the following ranges of the independent variable: 

lluclear-Ghicago Count-Ratio: 0,4 to 1,0 
Troxler Gaunt-Ratio: 0,1 to 0,5 

Table 2. Summary of Regression Analysis Comparison 

of Moisture Probes. 

Standard 
Error of Estimate 

(Count-Ratio) 
0,034 
0,059 
0,069 

0,032 
0,041 
0.050 

0.033 
0.037 
0,040 

.,. 
"' 
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between the Troxler data ar,~.d both the Hidroden~;1:;r::le:te1r ,~ro.d Nuc·:~ea.T'-

Chicago data, This seems to indicatE, that tl:e Troxler apparatu.s .·.s 

not as effective in measuring moisture as the ether t\'/0 probes (See 

section on "Laboratory Calibration of P1robes"), 

Laboratory CaLibration of Prob<:s 

Making use of the count-ratf.o data obtained by the three sets 

of nuclear moisture~density equ.iP'mertt o:n the sa!npl.t::s prepa:red 1n the 

laboratory~ calibration curves were preparecL These ca:n. be used to 

obtain a. value for the moisture co11ten.t aJ.:1.d de}·I:sity v~·her.t the appropriate 

count-ratio is known, In the ease of the den.sity probes the com:.t-ra.!:Jo 

data was fitted to models of the form 

y = 

c l --------·-
log x 

C[ 
+ -----... ~ + 

log x 

y ·- c 0 + c 1 1 og x, a.nd 

., 
Y"' C 0 + c l i.og x _, cz (log xt 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7} 

( 81 



where 
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y = count-ratio~ 

x ~wet density in pounds per cubic feet (laboratory 

prepared samples), and 

c 0 , c 1 and cz" constants to be dete·rmi.ned in the analysis, 

A summary of the regression_ equations is given in Tab!.e 3. For each 

probe the equation of best fit and smallest standard error of est;.l.nate 

was selected as the most appropriate to use for ca!.i.bratior:~o These 

equations are presented graphicaU.y i.n. Figs, 23 through 28, 

An examination of the data given in Table .3 indicated that the 

Troxler density probe predicted the labora.tory density HWJ'e satisfac·· 

torily than the other two, The determination of do:,s·:tie8 by the Hi.dro· 

densimeter was the !.east reHable of the three probes invest',gated, 

It will be recalled that this was suspected when the three density probes 

were compared to each other, 

To obtain moisture ca.Hbratf..on CUI'"'~TG s the }a.bc)ratory data vJere 

fitted to mathematical model.s cf the fo·rm 

where 

y - co + CIX ·" and 

y " co + c 1x + czx 2 

y :o: cou.nt-ratiov 

x.::::: moisture cor.7.ter~t -;_n polJ:;:;,ds pt:'r cub·i.(·. f·c~('-t. {L3 .. br..:·ra.tn~·y 

prepared sampl.es)'" and 

( 10! 

( 11) 
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Probe 

Nuclear-Chicago 

Hidroden~;:\ c,eter In 
Hidrodensirileter Out 

TroY.ler 3" 
Troxler 6" 
Troxler 9" 

Nuclear-Chicueo 
Hidroclensimeter In 
HidrodensiJneter Out 
Troxler 3" 
Troxler 6" 
Troxler 9" 

Nuclear-Chicago 
Hidrodensilneter In 
Hidrodel1.'0'i:··eter Out 
Troxler 3" 
Troxler 6 11 

Troxler 9" 

Nuclear-Chicago 
Hidrodensimeter In 
Eidroden~imeter Out 

Troxler 3" 
Troxler 6" 
Troxlsr 9" 

Nuclear-Chicago 
Flidroilensi.Ir.eter Ir. 
Hidrodensi.tustsr Out 
Troxler 3 11 

Trorler 6" 
Troxler 9" 

Nuclear-Chim:go 
Hidroder.simeter In 
rli<'!rodensimster Out 
Tro:,~er 3" 
TroY~er 611 

Trorler 9" 

RerJression Equationlf 

X= -4,052 + g.68o/log D 

Y = --6.465 + li· .40/log D 

Y = -5.197 + 12.7'7/log D 

Z = -1.606 + 3.790/log D 

Z = -1.369 + 3.197 /log D 

Z = -1,268 + 2,8)7/log D 

X= -3.206 + (26,75/log D) - 17.50/(log D)2 

Y = -20,91 + (76,48fl_og D) - 62.40/(log D)2 

Y = -17,24 + (65,68/log D) - 54.97/11og D)2 

Z = -0,325- (1,385/log D) - 5.221/_(log D)2 

Z = -5.168 + (18.55/log D) - J5.49/(1og D)2 

Z = +2.978 - (1/"33/log D) + 17.;2/(1og D)2 

X=: 1.624 - O,OOB)D 
Y = 3.065 - o.01350 
y::: 2-221 - 0.01060 
z = o.665 - o.oo37D 
Z ::: 0.552 - 0.0031D 
z = 0.427 - 0.002'70 

X = 2.275 - 0.0193D + O,QOQ0/,5D2 

y = 3.8;1- o.o262D + o.oooo5m2 
Y = 2.e17- o.ozo.4D + o.oooo4oD2 
Z = 1.037- O.Ol06D + O,C0003ID2 

Z = 0.670- o.C053D + 0.0001:''_0[12 
Z = 0,845 - O,OFI5D + O,COOC.35rf' 

X= 5.3?0 - 2.2891o~ D 

Y = 9.319 - 3.7951cg D 
Y = 7 ,QOO - 2.9541oe D 

Z = 2.J.42 - 0.925log D 
Z = 1,801 - O,?SL.lo~ D 

Z = 1.531 - 0.689loi! D 

X= 6.492- 3-379loe D + 0.264(log D)" 

Y = 6.236- 0.8301og D- r.712(1og D)2 

Y = 1>.407- o.;?4J.og D - 0.620(1oL: 1))2 

Z = 5.377- 4.1231oe D + 0.7G9(l"g D) 2 

Z = -0.191 + l.l85J.og D- O,L,.S6(1og Df 

Z = 7.193 - 6.2861oe D + l.381(log D) 

X denotes a Nuc:lear-Chicago Count-Ratio 

Y denotes a HiC'rodensirneter Count-P.atio 

Z denotes ~ -~'r=ler Count-Ratio 

D denotes 1·/:lt Density in pounds per cubic foot 

Squared 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

0.967 
0.943 
0.8?0 
0,992 
0.971 
0.979 

0.969 
0.9l,5 
0.873 
0.993 
0,982 
0.996 

G,951 
o.gLJ. 
0.869 
0.963 
0.97? 
0,925 

0,971 
0,941,. 
0.872 
0.995 
0.982 
0.9')4 

0.<;;69 
o.wJ, 
0.871 
0,988 
0.978 
0,966 

0.969 
0.944 
0.872 
0.993 
0.981 
0.995 

Eouations vaJ . .'. only for a range of density of 80 to 160 pounds per cubic foot. 

Standard Error 
of Estimate 

(Count-Ratio) (lbs(cu ft) 
0.035 4.2 

0.056 4.0 
0,068 6.1 
0.007 2.4 
0,012 4.4 
0,009 ).8 

0,035 4.0 
0,064 4.5 
0,078 7.3 
0,00'7 2.2 
0.010 ).3 
0.004 2.3 

0.043 5.] 
n.r-:57 4.2 
0,068 7.1 
0.016 4.3 
0.011 "·5 
0,017 6.2 

0.034 4.0 
0.064 1,.6 
0,073 9.3 
0,006 1,7 
0,010 3.3 
0.005 2.8 

0.034 4.0 
0.056 4.0 
0.068 6.6 
0.009 3.2 
0.010 3.3 
O.Oll 4.8 

0.035 4.4 
0.064 4-7 
0.079 7 ·3 
0.007 2.7 
0.010 3.3 
0.005 3.1 

Table 3. Summary of Regression Analysis Laboratory 

Density Calibrations. 
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c
0

, ct and c 2 
=constants to be determi"nedo 

A summary of the resulting equations is gi'!en in Table 4,, with gdtp')1.ical 

representations shown in Figso 29, 30 and 3L The "TE•SUits of this 

analysis suggest that the Hidrodensimeter equipment Is the most rdiable 

of the three. apparatuse-s to use for moisture determinati.on.s wHh the 

Troxler equipment being the least effective 0 

Analysis of Field Data 

The Nuclear-Chicago equipment was used to coll.ect a consider"· 

able amount of moisture-density data in the Held during the 1961 con-

struction seasono This Held density data 'Nere fitted to models of the 

form 

where 

y=c0
tc 1

x, 

Y = c ~ + 2 
0 "'. c 1x c 2x 

Y = c 0 
+ c 1 log x, 

Y = c 0 + c 1 log x + c 2 (log x) 2 

y =Nuclear-Chicago density count-ratio, 

x =wet density in fOunds per cubic foot (sar.::.d cone and 

core determinations}, and 

c 0
, c 1 and c 2

::;: co;"j_sta.1:tts to be deterr!TI.n_ed. 

( 12.) 

( 13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 



•) 

Probe 

Nuclear-Chicago 
Hidrodensimeter 
Troxler 

Nuclear-Chicago 
Hidrodensimeter 
Troxler 

Regression Equation* 

X = 0,0642 + 0,0180W 
Y = 0,2204 + 0,0342W 
z = o.6658 + o.o12?W 

X = 0.0313 + 0,0275W - 0,00019W~ 
Y = 0,2069 + 0,056HI- O.OOll3\l

2 
Z = 0,6010 + 0.0296H - 0,000341d 

* X denotes a Nuclear-Chicago Count-Ratio 

Y denotes a Hidrodensimeter Count-Ratio 

Z denotes a Troxler Count-Ratio 
ltJ denotes Hoisture Content in pounds per cubic foot 

Squared 
Correlation 
Coefficient 

0.963 
0.980 
0,780 

0.994 
0.994 
0,942 

Standard Error 
of Est1lnate 

(Count-Ratio) (lbs/cu ft) 
0,064 3.7 
0,0~.7 1.4 
0.134 7.5 

0,026 
0.029 
0.072 

1.4 
1.1 
4.0 

Equations valid only for a range of moisture of 0 to 30 pounds per cubic foot. 

Table 4. Summary of Regression Analysis Laboratory 

Moisture Calibrations. 
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The regression equations are summarized in Table 5, and the most 

appropriate equation is shown in Fig. 32 as the field calibrati.on curve. 

The regression analysis shows that the Nuclear-Chicago bas been usod 

to determine densities of a variety of mate dais in the field so that 85 

percent of the determinations are within :2:, 6. 0 pounds per cubic foot of 

those that result from the most reliable conventional methods. 

The field moisture data obtained with the Nuclear-Chicago equip-

ment were fitted to mode Is 

( 16) 

- 2 
y - c 0 t C l X t Cz X 

( l 7) 

where 

y = Nuclear-Chicago moisture count-ratio 

x :=: moisture conte-a1t in pounds per cubic foot, an.d 

c
0

, c
1 

and c 2 
~constants to be determined. 

In Table 5, the resulting regression equat:.ons are summarized. ln the 

field, 85 percent of the determinations fell withi-1; :±. Z. 4 po\1nds per 

cubic foot. The equation of the best fi.t is showL gr.aphically in Fi..g. 33. 

During the field study, moisture~unft ,~·~eight deter1nLnat~orr;.s ,~ .. e-re 

also made by conventional methods- ... the sand cone and the :rubber 

balloon. The volumetric determi.na.tfo:;.s c,f the test hcle by tbe• rubb<er 

batloon apparatus were made by apply~ng p:r-esEurt."S of tln~ce_., feur 2,-rcd 
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Probe Regression E'quatlon~~ Squared Standard Error 
Correlation of Estimate 
Coefficient (Count-Ratio) 

Density X = 1,483 - 0,0072D 0.904 0,035 

Density X = 1.993 - O,Ol58D + 0.000035D2 0.931 0,030 

Density X = 4.581 - l,919llog D 0.919 0.032 
Density X = 1.319 + 1,306llog D - 0.794(log D)2 0.924 0.031 

Moisture X = 0.526 + O,Ol87W 0.959 0,035 
Moisture X= 0,036 + 0.0224W·- 0.00010W2 0.968 0.032 

~~ X denotes a Nuclear-Chicago Count-Ratio 
D denotes Wet Density in pounds per cubic foot (sand cOne and core determinations) 

W denotes Moisture Content in poUnds per cubic foot (sand cone and core determinations) 

Equations valid only in density range of 80 to 160 pounds per cubic foot and moisture 
range of 0 to 30 pounds per cubic foot. 

Table 5. Summary o{ Regression Anatysis Field CaLibrations 

of Nuclear-Chicago Probes. 

(lbs/cu ft) 
4.2 
4.2 
4.6 
5.1 

1.8 
1.7 

1.1> _, 
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five pounds per square inch by Uleans of a rubber pr·essure bulb. Oral 

pressure was also used, The results of the regressior~, ahalysis are listed 

in Table 6. It is seen that the use of oral pre ssurr, on th<o rubber ba\Icon 

apparatus better duplicated the sand unit weight determcnat-icms. Com

paring the results of analysis of field data given in Table 5 an.d Table 6, 

in 8,5 percent of the cases the Nuclear-Chicago equipment predicted the 

field unit weight to±. 6.0 pourr1ds per cubic foot while the oral··pressure 

rubber balloon method predicted sand cone unit weights to within:': 6. 7 

pounds per cubic foot. 

Repeatibi.Hty 

The repeatibility investigation indicated that. the aYe rages of 

readings taken on differe·nt days vary less tharn readb.•gs t"~tke·n or1 the 

same day. The moisture probe cou·.nt~ratios deviated. by~-~:. 0. 001 nlaxic-· 

mum from one day to the next. CoiDLSecutive count-~ratios .differ·eJd as 

much as 0. 008. 

The density probe cour~.t-ratlos on CO'tlSecuU.\·-"E': conn.ta var·:ed 

as much as~!. 0, 012 a.nd the maximum deviat·ion. frcYn."l the a.vc.;.~r:t1,_.gt'' OJ'!. 

different days was on.ty !. 0, 002" V'ari:aUot.lS fro:cn oD:e cc-ln::if· to the ~J:r,xt 

can be reduced by taking torc.ger counts. Th~ _.., stud~- 1~.-~Ci.-t_;;::-.a.i;:e:d -~:hat thE· 



,-") 

) 

Pressure on Regression Equation~~ Squared Standard 

Rubber Balloon Correlation of Estimate 
Coefficient (lbs/cu ft) 

3 psi Y = -6.316 + l,061X 0.867 5.47 

4 psi Y = -4.521 + l.OL2X 0.867 5.35 

5 psi Y = 0.538 + 0,999X 0.854 5.43 

Oral Y = -5.748 + l,C54X 0,898 .4.68 

" X denotes wet unit i-reight determination by sand cone in pounds per cubic feet. 

Y denotes wet unit weight determination by rubber balloon apparatus in pounds per cubic foot. 

Table 6. Summary of Regression Analysis Comparison 

of Conventional Methods of Unit Weight Deter

minations. 

"' ~ 
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Film Badges 

The monthly reports on the film badges worn by the operators 

indicated that the maximum radiation exposure was 59 mrern per month 

which was well within the allowable safety range, now accepted at 96 

mrem per week. It was feared at the onset of this comparison study 

that the badges would show a considerable increase because some of 

the sources were not shielded. Although the radiation !.eve 1 was above 

average, it was still well within the safety range. When working with 

nuclear moisture-density equipment in which the radioactive source is 

adequately shielded, such as in the Nuclear-Chicago apparatus, the·re 

appears to be no danger whatsoever to the operators. 

Summary 

As a. result of the observations and analysis made in this inves·· 

tigation the following findings are summarized. 

1. Forpurposes of measuring wet densities, the equipment 

under study ranked in the following order, from the most satisfactory to 

the least satisfactory: 

1. Troxler Equipment 

2. Nuclea.r~Chicago Equipmer>.t 

3. Hidrodensimeter Equipment 
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2. In the case of moisture determinations the equipment ranked 

in the following manner: 

1. Hidrodensimete r Equipment 

2. Nuclear --Chicago Equipment 

3. Troxler Equipment 

3. Since it is desirable to know the dry unit weights for field 

control purposes, it was of interest to rank the three nuclear apparatuses 

according to their ability to predict dry densities, This ranking was done 

on the basis of an approximation of a 1'rnaximum" error that could be ex~ 

pected in a dry density determination by combining the standard error of 

estimate of the wet density with that of the moisture content determina

tion. The resulting rating was: 

1. Nuclear-Chicago Equipment 

2. Troxler Equipment 

3. Hldrodensimeter Equipment. 

4, Analysis of field data indicated that in 85 percent of the cases, 

the Nuclear·-Chi.cago apparatus predicted the density to wHhh1 ::_ 6. 0 

pounds per cubic foot of the unit weight determined by the sand cone 

method and core method. 

5. For moisture determinations the NuclE·ar-Ch·lca.go equ.ipmed.:t 

predicted in 85 percent of the cases the moistu:r·£, content as deter-.mined 

by the sand cone method to vdth!.n ::. 2. 4 pom•.dB per cu.bic foot. 
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6. In the laboratory the Nuclear-Chicago apparatus predicted 

the densities in 85 percent of the cases to within~ 5. 8 pounds per cubic 

foot. 

7. For laboratory prepared samples, the Nuclear-Chicago equip

ment predicted moisture contents to within ~2. 0 poundsper cubic foot 

in 85 percent of the cases. 

8. In comparing the rubber balloon wet unit weight determinations 

with those obtained by the sand cone method, the pressures used in the 

apparatus ranked in the following order: 

1. Oral pressure 

2. 4 pounds per square inch 

3. 3poundsper square inch 

4. 5 pounds per square inch 

9. In 85 percent of the cases the oral-pressure rubber balloon 

method predicted the unit weights to within±. 6. 7 pounds per cubic foot 

of those determined by the sand cone method. 

10. The Nuclear-Chicago d/M gauges were found able to reproduce 

from day to day density and moisture measurements to we tt within accept

able tolerances. 

11. Taking ordinary safety precautions, there appe,ars to be no 

danger to the operators using the Nuclear-Chicago equipme,nt. 



DISCUSSION 

In making comparisons between the measurements of unit weight 

and moisture content as made by the conventional methods and those made 

by the newer nuclear method, there are certain aspects of the problem 

which should be recognized, First, the sources of error inherent to any 

method must be considered. Unfortunately, as any one. familiar with 

soil testing can fully appreciate, there is no method which is perfectly 

accurate and reliable. 

In the conventional methods there is some uncertainty regarding 

the various weight measurements and volume determinations. The con~ 

ventional methods currently in use are destructive to the extent that a 

test hole must be dug. In digging this hole there is a possibility of dis-· 

turbing and deforming the material around the hole, thus giving an 

erroneous volume to use in· computations. In transferring the material 

from the hole to cans, there is a pos sibil.ity of some moisture evaporat

'ing. The seriousness of this problem is dependent on the type of soil 

being investigated. It is never known to what extent the rubber balloon 

fills the hole. This may be dependent upon such factors as the pressure 

applied to the apparatus as well as the air permeability of the soil. In 

the case of the sand cone method, repeated calibrations of the same 

sand with the same apparatus will result in different values of the sand's 
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bulk unit weight. There is also the probtem associated with seating 

the apparatus over the hole for volume determinations. 

These difficulties and sources of error have their counterparts 

in the nuclear method. The 1radioactive source is not likely to emit 

gamma rays or neutrons at a uniform rate. There l.s the sarne problern 

of seating the probes. Since the material nearest the probe exertB the 

greatest influence upon the results obtained it is necessary that the probe 

be in intimate contact with the material being tested so that the gamma 

rays or neutrons travel within the material and not through the air gap. 

Various measuring accuracies, or inaccuracies~ associated wHh the 

conventional methods are analogous to the variations in applied voltage, 

timing cycle, resolution time of the detector tubes, and other com~ 

ponents of the nuclear method. 

Since the nuclear method is a nondestructi-.;.re: type: of investigat:io1~~~ 

the operator can not visually inspect the material befng measured .. Large 

voids or pieces or rock can go undetected and~ if they are wHhin the 

zone of influence of the probe, can affect the ccmnt. It is fo•r this reason 

that, after a reading is taken with the probe in one position, the probe 

is rotated 90 degrees and a second reading obtained. If the cou:nt.s differ 

appreciably and the probe has been seated proper:y in both positions, 

the difference is usually attributed to some extraneous cnat<<riai or ,-oid 

within the zone of infl uenct. Rare ty wilt this extr,arA:,c.us ef.ff:;ct be the 

same in both positions of the probe. 

0-'"i 
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There are, of course, ways in which some of. these errors can 

be minimized. In the case of the conventional methods, the larger test 

holes minimize the error due to any erroneous measurements of weight 

or volume. Similarly, in the nuclear method, if a count is taken over 

a sufficientlY long period, the inaccuracies due to the non~u·i\b:orm ernis~· 

sion rate are reduced. Using the count-ratio method, i.e., cmnparing 

actual counts to a standard count made each day, the influence of the 

variation of the various components of the nuclear equipment is minimized. 

In addition to the errors inherent to the particular method of mea

surement, some consideration should be given to the kind of material being 

measured. Comparison of the results obtained by the nuc:tear and con

ventional methods would be of most significance in moisture-density 

determinations of a completely uniform soil-water system, GeneraUy, 

this ideal condition is probably most nearly approached in the caboratory 

where specimens can be prepared under controlled conditions, In the 

fietd, however, there are usually significant variations i·r2\ the soil=\11/a.ter 

system from point-to-point due to a number of factors: type of material, 

gradation, compaction achieved, surface dryi.n.g, etc. The con·'>lentiona.l 

methods give an average unit weight and moisture content for the rather 

small volume of material removed from the test hole. The .nuclear 

methods, however, giv·e Vi'e ighted values for densHy attd ·~oL:; turf:: C012te·r::tt-

fov a somewhat larger but indeterminant volume, both la.teraily and 
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vertically. In addition, the nuclear rnethods assign the greatest signi-

fance to the material nearest the probe and least sigrd,n~c~i!J.Ce to the 

material farthest removed from the source~ thus sur:face dry··:ng might 

introduce con side rab te error in. the rnoisture dete r·,.minati.ons" 

In looking at the results of the convenHon.al and nuctea.r rnethods y 

comparison of the 11wet densities 11 are ·.made ·.most d{rec:Uy" The v~;;:et 

density, however, may be of least interest. A less direct techr.dque 

is involved in comparisons of moisture content si'n.ce the ltuclear n1ethod 

gives it in 11 pounds per cubic foot" whereas the COllVe<ntional xnethods 

give it in terms of "percer.ttage 11 , To make a compar·1~son._, o-a.1.e or the 

other values must be converted to the units of the other. This is done 

on the assumption that a density determination ia accurate. This makes 

it difficult to compare dry densities since the errors Introduced in 

converting units of moisture content may be cor:.npounded, 

The reason for rnentioning such facts as these iB to point OJut 

that, because of the number of ·variables ir.tvoh?ed Ln the cort.ve·;:d:io·ic.at 

and nuclear methods, the comparison of results c-ttabJ.ed by these should 

be expected tc cover a wide range of differences, 

With regard to the nuclear methods of moisture~dcr;,sity deter~ 

ruinations, one advantage often attributed to then1 1 s the fact that they 

are nondestructive tests. This i.s, of cou.rse:~ a~!~ fmpcrta.1tt con.s?.de·Jt·at~ .. o1n 

but in the case of the T·roxter appa.ra.tus~ th:~.s ad.., .. ·r.l>l·age dces -::.w·t ex~1,3L 
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In using the Troxler density probe, a hole must be formed in the ma.-

terial to be tested to receive• the radioactive source. This hol.e must 

be formed perpendicular to the surface in order to properly seat the 

probe. The need for this hole makes it rather difficu!.t to make densi.ty 

measurements on granular bases, portland cement concrete pavf.:rnents, 

and bituminous concrete pavements. 

In the design of the Troxler and Hidrodensimeter density probes, 

provisions have been made so that the operator can vary the distance 

between the source and the detector tubes. In the investigation reported 

in this paper readings were taken with the Troxler probe with the source 

set at depths of 3, 6 and 9 inches. With the Hidrodensimeter equipment, 

readings were taken with the source in the "full in" position, L e. the 

source and detector tubes as close as possible, and in the "fuU out" 

position. Other readings could have been obtained with each of the two 

probes at a number of intermediate positions. Theory ir:n.dicates~ aio .. d 

the data bear; it out, that a different calibration curve is needed for 

each setting. This may be a distinct disadvantage ever equipment such 

as the Nuclear-Chicago density probe in which the geo.metrics are Hxed 

and thus only one calibration is needed. 

The power supply in the Hidrodensimeter and Toroxler seaters 

did not maintain an operating voltage long e:nou~h for a.1t~ e~:;..tire day of 

testing. Whether this was due to a higher draic:l in the H:.drod<Hi.shnete:r 
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storage capacity is not kucnvn., but thL:; does prcsc~:::.t a pr:ob\.brn if f.t "i.s 

desirabie to opera.te over exteT:t:.ded per~ods cf tirne" Th-Lt prob~e·,::n \K:'as 

not encountered with the Nuclea.r~Chi.cago apparatus. 

ready for operation~ the 1'-Juclea.r=Chicago and Troxle:r appara.tuses ar-e 

capable· of bei:ng carried by 011e op~;,_ratcn::'" The :FU .. drc,dn~~-.u·drrH:::tcr requires 

two people to move the equ£p-men.t .frorn o·ne s~.te to anc)ther '""·''hl.~:n thf:·: prc2be 

is connected, The Troxler is 1nast easity ca.rridd bt:;Calrtse o:£ H.s tight 

weight. 

designed safety features with resp{:)Ct to shie1dhrg t'he ·:r.t<..(~.-l.c·.actt>te :3c:>ur-ce, 

Each time a. Nuclea.r-~Chic;3,go probe iB '!.ifted by rr.~c h:a.~.1.d.1n,, the l·a.<~.1}.(•~' 

This lock has to be released before the sonrce can be placed ire tht•, 

operating (or e"-TOSed) position. 

may be required, There: ~~s -~~ot a grea.t. (·!:ea~. thEJ.t. c.<:El go astra.y vdJ.h t}\e 

probes, but it rnu.st bE- re:aUzed that thE:'· sca.~.r,rs H't'E='· rather· co~.:np\cx 
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which can be sent to replace a scaler that i.s defecthre. A ce-ntral re

pair shop staffed with a qualified technician may also be needed. 

There are some aspects of the nuclear method which need further 

investigation. There is a general. belief that nucl.ear density meters do 

not give identical count~ra.tio versus density curves for materials of 

different composition. There is ·now in progress a research project by 

the Department of Civil Engineering, University of Kentucky, invest.igat-· 

ing this problem and the feasibility of establishing densHy standards. 

Little is known concerning the zmoe of influence, both laterally and 

vertically, of the nuclear probes. This type of information would be 

highly desirable, particularly in those cases where thcl probes may be 

used for control of co·mpaction of bituminous ·mixtu·re s, vtrhich a_·r:-e l1Jften 

laid in relatively thin courses. 

There are strong i'F.ldicatio-x1s, however~ that the, nuclear ?:.nethcd 

may have some immediate application in the highway industry for 

moisture -density determinations of e·mbankment, subgra.des, and. dense 

graded aggregate bases. 
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